As you may have noticed from outage and maintenance notes we sent out last week the GNOME Infrastructure has been undergoing a major redesign due to the need of moving to a different datacenter. It's probably a good time to update the Foundation membership, contributions and generally anyone consuming the multitude of services we maintain of what we've been up to during these past months.

[...]

...Red Hat Storage Team who helped out reviewing the Ceph infrastructure design and providing useful information about possible provisioning techniques.

Fedora's Git forge decision

Back in February, LWN reported on the process of gathering requirements for a Git forge system. That process then went relatively quiet until March 28, when the posting of a "CPE Weekly" news summary included, under "other updates", a note that the decision has been made. It appears that the project will be pushed toward a not-fully-free version of the GitLab offering. It is fair to say that this decision? or how it was presented? was not met with universal acclaim in the Fedora community; see this response from Neal Gompa for more.
With Kubernetes Operators comes great responsibility [5]

Operators are a powerful way to extend the functionality of Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform and Kubernetes. OpenShift provides features for deploying Operators in a safer way, such as OperatorHub, and the Operator Lifecycle Manager (OLM). In this post we explore safe ways to deploy Operators to OpenShift 4.x using OperatorHub, OLM and scoping rules for Operators.

The IBM i Community Adapts To The New Normal [6]

As we enter the third week of the unprecedented coronavirus lockdown that has shut down large swaths of our country, IBM i shops are adapting to the ?new normal? along with everybody else. For essential employees in certain industries, that means working in an uncertain and potentially hazardous environment, while for the rest of us, it means telecommuting from home.

If you work in finance or insurance along the two coasts, chances are good your headquarters has been closed down and your colleagues sent home to work remotely from laptops, smartphones, and PCs. But if your company makes or moves stuff in the industrial heartland of the United States ? home to the nation?s strategic paper-products supply ? then many of your essential staff are likely trucking right through the coronavirus lockdown. (And if they?re actually in the trucking business, they?re likely enjoying the empty roads.)
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